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And the bands play on: how the concert came together
Jenna Stephens and Joshua Meribole -- Staff

Writers

Before walking onto the stage, before filling
the B.J. Haan Auditorium with music, before
receiving an applause at the end of the night,
those involved in Dordt’s Fall Music Festival
were faced with sudden change.
On Monday, Oct. 8, the concert band was
scheduled to practice their songs for the
festival. When the members arrived at the
room at 5 p.m., Dr. Bradley Miedema was not
present. The word “sectionals” was written on
the board. The band members split into their
sectional groups and worked to perfect their
pieces without their director.
The situation surrounding Miedema had not
yet been disclosed, so the students were left
wondering what was going on.
Provost Eric Forseth sent a campus-wide email
on Oct. 10 notifying the campus community
that Miedema had been placed on leave after
information came out regarding “inappropriate
contact with students.” On Monday, Oct. 22,
Miedema’s position at Dordt College was
officially terminated. A Title IX investigation is
still on-going.
But the sudden removal of a director did not
change the fact that Dordt’s Fall Music Festival,
an important piece of Defender Days, was less
than ten days away.
“So in the short-term, you know, immediately,
we thought: ‘We are coming up with the Fall
Festival. We want their work to be shared,” said
Dr. Teresa Ter Haar, division chair of fine arts

and communication, referring to members of
the instrumental and vocal ensembles. “‘What
do we need to do to have that work shared?’”
Filling the void left in the music department
faculty was a priority. In response to Miedema’s
removal, the college began searching for
people who might take on this role for the fastapproaching Fall Music Festival.
Jill Friend proved to be one such person.
Friend’s willingness to join the festival
leadership with such short notice came from
her close ties to Dordt. She is a graduate of the
college, and is currently an education assistant
adjunct. Friend also has connections with some
of the orchestra members. Fourteen of them had
her as a teacher back when they attended Sioux
Center Christian School, where she teaches
choir, general music, and orchestra.
According to Friend, going into rehearsal the
day Forseth sent the email was somber. She
shared a few words with the chamber orchestra
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before diving into the rehearsal:
“I know this isn’t what you thought would
happen at this time. This is unexpected for us
all,” Friend said. “I know your hearts must be
heavy. But, you know, we have work to do, and
we want to honor the work you have already
put in.”
So they practiced.
Friend said that the students were almost ready
for the festival. They could play the selections,
but a few things still needed to be tweaked.
Friend began to get herself ready to lead the
performance. She familiarized herself with the
cues and aimed to find just the right moments to
lead students in and out of the music.
Friend was nervous. Making any significant
changes this close to the performance would
have been risky. She did not want to let the
students down or detract from the hours of work
they had already devoted to preparing for the
festival. But the orchestra members stepped in

and helped where they could by answering her
questions, such as which tempos were correct
for certain movements in the music.
At the end of the rehearsal, they prayed.
In addition to Friend’s leadership, several
others stepped in to help with the festival.
Peter Kuipers, a band, general music, and
choir teacher at Sioux Center Christian School,
led the campus-community band. Kevin Linder
served as a guest conductor for the concert
band.
Dordt hired Daniel Baldwin, an experienced
conductor who currently lives in Lincoln,
Neb. He will serve as an adjunct instructor,
leading both the concert band and the campuscommunity band, among other duties in the
department, through the end of the fall semester.
The college is looking for someone to help with
the spring semester.
Susan De Jong will be helping with the
chamber orchestra.
“I am humbled by the responses in such a
difficult time,” Ter Haar said. “To have folks
who are just giving and saying ‘I want to help
bring hope and a sense of normalcy to the
department.’”
Working with new conductors, and
undergoing the changes they brought, stretched
the musicians.
“It has challenged us as musicians to pay
closer attention, to challenge our preconceived
thoughts, and to grow in our musicality,” said
Daniel Seaman, who majors in music and is a
work study student for the music department.
Continued on page 4

Carving and cookies: Dordt Campus reacts to
hosts Fall Fest
University logo reveal
Daniel Ebmeier -- Guest Writer

For students unable to purchase pumpkins or
carve them at home, Dordt Student Activities
had the Dordt campus covered with Fall Fest.
On October 26, students carved pumpkins,
decorated cookies and enjoyed hot apple cider.
Posters across campus advertised the event,
depicting a Starbucks coffee cup—a pumpkin
spice latte—and a jack-o-lantern, designed by
junior Ally Visser.
Derek Buteyn, Director of Residence Life,
wanted the event to take on a fall theme
more than a Halloween them, even though
the decorations would still be similar. He and
residence life wanted to provide students
with the opportunity to create community, get
enjoyment, and make friends with the simple
activity of carving pumpkins.
Pumpkin carving was a new experience for
some international students. Some might view
pumpkin carving as a waste of food. Although,
some students at the event kept the seeds to eat
later.
The night also involved cookie-decorating.
Students could choose from red, yellow and
orange frosting with Halloween sprinkles. After
finishing the cookies, students could wash them
down with hot apple cider.
The pumpkin carving contest began at 9:10
pm. Students chose a pumpkin, took a number
and named it. Carving tools were provided.
Teams had one hour to complete their pumpkins.
Once finished, the gourd artists placed their

pumpkins on the stage to be judged by Sam
Roskamp and Britta Provart.
Ashley Armstrong’s barfing jack-o-lantern
won best of presentation. Its eyes were shut
tight and pumpkin innards seeped out of its
mouth.
For most creative, Sarah Widener won with
her pumpkin carved as a Volkswagen Type 2.
Daniel Seaman took home Judge’s Choice
with his skull pumpkin. Since he had come in
at about 9:30, he did not have as much time
as some other pumpkin carvers. He instead
dug into the skin and it took form as a skull.
“Pumpkin is easy to whittle but hard to carve,”
he said.
After the contest was over, students could take
their pumpkins with them to the dorms, as long
as they placed them on paper plates.
Students might remember the Northwestern
pumpkins that appeared by the clock tower last
year, but none appeared this time around.
Humans vs. Zombies also didn’t happen this
year. Sophomore Colton Ott was disappointed
because he and his friends had been planning H
v Z strategies to try out.
This year’s the costume dance will be held
on Saturday, November 3. Not much has been
revealed, but there will be a The Price is Right
spin on the event with “epic prizes.” Dordt
Student Activities is still deciding on what those
prizes will be with the help of focus groups, and
will reveal their choices the week before the
event.

Benjamin Boersma -- Staff Writer

The public saw the new Dordt University logo
for the first time over Defender Days weekend.
Since then, posters, signs and shirts have spread
throughout campus, to the delight of some and
the dismay of others.
Nate Wolf, Dordt’s head cross country coach,
attended the logo reveal in the Campus Center.
“It was different from what I thought,” he
said. “It looked more like an established,
academic logo.”
Dordt’s Provost, Dr. Eric Forseth, arrived at
the logo reveal to a packed house.
“It was standing room only,” he said. “I
couldn’t even find a location up close.”
Sarah Moss, Dordt’s marketing and
communications director, estimated 500 people
filled the crowd at the logo reveal.
“We thought it would be fun to celebrate the
university initiative,” she said. “Defender Days
is a good time because it’s one of the biggest
on-campus events of the year.”
Overall, reactions to the new logo have been
mixed, with some students and staff expressing
strong criticism, while others said they loved
the new look.
“It was visually appealing,” freshman Payton
Kooi said.
Wolf was optimistic about the amount
changing the logo would affect athletics.
“You don’t see the official logo in athletics
often,” he said. “Teams usually use the athletic
logos.”

Dordt

Currently, each team uses a variation of the
athletic logo. The cross country and track teams
use a Dordt shield with the Defender mascot
for their warmup gear. The basketball team
uses the same shield, but instead of a Defender,
they have a gold “D.” Because of this, most
of the teams won’t have to completely change
their look. Bigger changes will take place on
campus, online, and in promotional materials.
“When students set foot on campus next fall,
they will see the university logo where they
once saw the DC-cross logo,” Moss said.
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Dordt University Communists Counselors talk stress
Alex Van Den Top -- Staff Writer

The Dordt University Communists’ Facebook
page has been making controversial splashes
across the Northwest Iowa sector of Facebook.
On October 23, the page updated their logo
in anticipation of Dordt’s upcoming switch to
university status.
The new logo is a parody of the new Dordt
University logo with a couple of their own
modifications: A sickle added to the top left
portion of the “U” and the cross replaced with a
hammer, mimicking the infamous hammer and
sickle flag used by the Soviet Union between
1923-1991. Despite being named the Dordt
University Communists, their primary focus is
not quite political.
“Our primary purpose is to share memes, in
an effort to unite the working proletariat class
in spirit and camaraderie,” a representative of
the anonymous page stated over a Facebook
message. “We also like to invite other pages in
on the fun.”
Other Facebook pages may not refer to it
as “fun” banter like the Communists do. The
Communists have made satirical posts about
pages like the Siouxland Reformation Society,
a conservative Christian reformed Facebook
branch group of the Alliance of Evangelical
Christians. The DU Communists have also made
satirical posts and content targeting the Dordt
College Republicans, Student Government, and
the Dordt Democrats page, as well.
“We’ve been in opposition to groups,” the
representative continued, “but have never
received any concerning threats. The most

‘threatening’ message we ever received was
when Dordt’s marketing department requested
us to change our initial logo.”
Junior Hannah Van Den Top, an Early
Childhood Education major, is one of 130
followers the Communists have accumulated
since the creation of their page in April of 2017.
“It’s just funny,” she said. “There are a lot of
pages that take themselves too seriously, and
it’s fun to see them get knocked off their high
horses.”
The representative from the DU Communists
says it’s surreal to hear people talk about the
page around campus. According to them, the
page is made up of a diverse group of people
from different walks of life. In the good spirit of
Marxism, they state that everything they do is a
collaborative effort.
Other than posting memes, the group is well
known for setting up an unmanned booth at
the club fair with a poster board clad in red
and accompanied by pictures of Karl Marx
and Vladimir Lenin inviting people to join
their Facebook page. Their most popular post
on the page hit 3,400 views, according to the
representative. The post contained a meme
which criticized Calvin College’s decision to
become a university three days after Dordt did.
Dordt University Communists can be followed
on Facebook @DordtUniversity.

Tensions continue to rise between incumbent
Governor Kim Reynolds and former
businessman Fred Hubbell as Election Day
approaches.
A series of three debates took place during
the month of October, with the second debate
held in Sioux City at Morningside College on
the 17th. Both gubernatorial candidates opened
the debate by reminding the audience that they
were fifth generation Iowans; both promised a
better and brighter future for Iowa if they were
elected. As Hubbell said, “We need a governor
who will stand up for Iowans.” Although both
politicians seem to desire the best for our state
and nation, the two candidates and their parties
have very different ideas on how to achieve
such lofty goals.
From education and sexual harassment to
taxes and funding, this debate covered many
issues concerning voters during this election
cycle.
“Fred came out really strong on a lot of

About 15-20 students sat around tables in a
classroom under the science building stairs,
playing with gel stress balls. The squelch of
the brightly-colored gel balls accompanied the
words of two women describing the importance
of mindfulness.
A Stress and Anxiety Management Workshop
took place in the evenings of Oct. 17 and 24.
The two sessions of an hour and a half each
focused on understanding what stress and
anxiety are, and then providing students with
tools to combat them.
Of college students seeking counseling, 61
percent report having anxiety and 45 percent
struggle with stress according to the Center
for Collegiate Mental Health’s (CCMH) 2017
report.
Jessica Hulst and Arlene Heynen, both
counselors at Dordt, first taught the workshop
last fall and plan on doing so every semester
moving forward.
This year more students attended, Hulst
said, probably due to it being an hour shorter
and taking place in the evening instead of the
afternoon.
Dordt has two on-staff counselors—
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points,” said Timothy Kacena, a Democratic
state representative from Sioux City. “I think
we are going to flip one of the [state] houses
for sure.”
Barb Clayton, a business woman from Spirit
Lake, Iowa, disagreed. “Fred Hubbell didn’t
really give us anything. The governor made me
even more supportive of her.”
Mary Ellen Kisting, Reynolds supporter from
Spirit Lake, said Reynolds “threw it out of the
park! It made me see that [Hubbell] doesn’t
know what he’s talking about… he dances
around the issues.”
While Republicans thought Hubbell did not
have a lot of evidence to back up his claims,
Democrats thought Reynolds was saying “the
same old, same old.”
Governor Reynolds will be visiting Sioux
Center on November 5 for her final “Get Out
the Vote Event” before election day. Steve King,
the Fourth District’s incumbent representative,
also has tentative plans to rally in Sioux Center
on Saturday the third.

the national average for schools under
1,500 students, according to the American
Psychological Association (APA).
“We really want students to know that taking
care of their mental health is a good thing,”
Heynen said. “Everyone struggles, and seeking
help doesn’t make you weak or make you
different from anyone else.”
The stress and anxiety workshops are not
supposed to take the place of counseling, the
two said, but are an opportunity to learn tips and
tricks for managing stress and anxiety.
The information packet handed out for the two
sessions included space for self-assessment,
tools for stress and anxiety management,
planning potential lifestyle changes,and tips
on being mindful of your thoughts and actions.
In each session, students followed along with
the handout as they learned about the effects of
stress and anxiety.
“It can be beneficial to all students,” Hulst
said. “Every year—on some level or another—
they experience stress and we want people to
be equipped and be aware of what works best
for them.”
Contact Student Health and Counseling
Center at (712) 722-6990 or email counseling@
dordt.edu to schedule an appointment.

Second OC Pride event

Tess Hemmila -- Staff Writer

Final days before the election
Juliana Martinez -- Staff Writer

Emma Stoltzfus -- Staff Writer

OC Pride hosted its second annual event
from Oct. 19-21 in Orange City. OC Pride is a
LGBTQ+ pride event organized by Orange City
residents and supported by local businesses.
The weekend event was open to all and boasted
various activities and attractions each day.
On Friday night, a crowd of locals filled the
Prairie Winds Event Center to listen to The
Des Moines Gay Men’s Chorus and watch
drag performances by the Shakers Family. On
Saturday, OC Pride hosted a variety of events
including yoga, an information and resource
fair, a storytelling event, and a dance. On
Sunday, OC Pride’s final event was a showtunes
brunch at Town Square Coffee House.
According to a press release by OC Pride,
the purpose of the weekend is to celebrate the
LGBTQ+ community and to “create a beautiful,
vibrant community where everyone can be
accepted and be their truest self.”
The first OC Pride in 2017 was organized by
Orange City residents Steve Mahr, Mike Goll,
David Klennert and Cody Bauer. After last
year’s success with OC Pride, Allie Macedo
and Abby Bliss were added as organizers to
help prepare for an even bigger weekend of
celebration for the second OC Pride.
According to Macedo, the purpose of OC
Pride is to show the local LGBTQ+ community

that there are people they can to turn to and that
there are safe places in the area.
“Orange City is a town full of big hearts,”
she said. “OC Pride is a good chance for us to
show off this town and what we can be as a
community.”
OC Pride 2018 was largely considered a
success, with crowds of up to 250 people at a
time turning out to participate in the festivities.
According to Macedo, the large attendance also
brought an influx of volunteers for this year’s
pride, with around 30 people from the local
community volunteering to help run OC Pride’s
many events.
Despite the success of the OC Pride, some
members of the community, primarily members
of the Sioux County Conservatives, spoke
out against the event. On Friday, a local man,
Paul Dorr, started a live video where he is seen
burning Orange City Public Library books with
LGBTQ+ themes in a trash can outside of the
Prairie Winds Event Center. Earlier this year,
Orange City Public Library faced controversy
after residents started a petition to relabel all the
books that contained LGBTQ+ themes, likely
inspiring Dorr to burn the books.
OC Pride’s press release concerning Dorr’s
actions says that “OC Pride is aware of what
happened,” but their “goal is to remain focused
on creating a healthy, loving environment for
the LGBTQ+ of the community.”

Origins: encouraging “I don’t know” on campus

Evangeline Colarossi -- Staff Writer

The science building lecture hall was packed
with students, faculty and community members
as three speakers came to consider origins,
the process of creation and how to discuss
these tough topics. One hundred and ninety
people attended the final evening event, but
the speakers presented seven times on Tuesday,
speaking to various classes and groups over the
course of the day.
Darrel Falk and Todd Wood were evening
speakers, joined and moderated by Rob Barrett
of the Colossian Forum. The two speakers
have vastly different beliefs on the creation of
the world and humankind. Falk is a theistic
evolutionist and Wood is a six-day creationist.
They presented their various points of views,
while also demonstrating how to disagree well
and learn from and teach others. The session
“Engaging Tough Topics” was held during
the community block, and many students
and professors attended. The speakers held
that Science and Scripture should not be
obstacles for each other, and they showed how
disagreements can cause growth when handled
correctly.

When asked if their opposing views made
them friends or enemies, Wood said it was a bit
of both.
“I look forward to the day when we both agree
100 percent, to the kingdom when we won’t be
working against each other,” he said.
Falk encouraged the students to disagree well,
but to learn from one another and not let those
disagreements tear apart a relationship.
“Let nothing stand between you and love for
that individual who has a different perspective,”
Falk said. “Don’t have an argument you’re
trying to win, but rather a discussion you’re
trying to learn from.”
Brooke Altena and Chloe Hansen are coleaders of the Dordt Science and Faith club. They
are currently sophomores, but the planning for
this event began in April of their freshman year.
It took six months to prepare, plan and procure
funding for this event. Altena and Hansen
obtained funding from the Andreas Center, the
Office of the Provost, Student Government and
Cocurricular, the Oxford Fund, and the Biology
and Chemistry departments.
Hansen was a senior in high school when she
heard Falk and Wood speak in Denver. After
conflicting origins articles in the Diamond

last year, along with topics breached by the
Siouxland Reformation Society, she and Altena
decided to see what it would take to bring in
several speakers.
The goal of the event was to get students to
want to talk about tough topics and to learn
how to have Christian conversations through
them. Hansen and Altena feel the college and
community could benefit from learning how
to have Christian conversations about origins.
They believe these speakers do science well
because they want to answer questions and
educate people on two different views.
“I really appreciated how the speakers
explained why we need to have conversations
that show love,” Hansen said. “I feel like they
presented that well. It’s what the community
and students needed to hear.”
“I’m extremely proud of how they
demonstrated their friendship,” Altena said.
Despite their differences, the speakers both
answered questions to the best of their abilities
and spoke in respectful manners to each other.
concerning various topics and beliefs. They
presented their beliefs and the reasoning behind
them, and answered questions directed to them.
Their goal was sharing for understanding and

learning.
“I respect them both very deeply for how they
love other people,” Hansen said.
At the end of the Engaging Tough Topics
seminar, Wood addressed the fact that after
taking in so much information, it’s okay not to
know.
“I don’t know is a great answer, a fantastic
answer,” Wood said. “If that is what you have to
fall down on at the end of the day, that’s valid.
Affirm it, grab it love it. But don’t settle for it,
either.”
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· News·
Debate
team
tournament

Emma Stoltzfus -- Staff Writer
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“And your tournament champion in
parliamentary debate…from Dordt College:
Daniel Schreur and Branden Lesondak!”
The Dordt College forensics team just
reached a new high by placing 1st in a debate
tournament.
The two-day Vocal Viking tournament took
place on Oct. 26-27 at Bethany Lutheran
College in Mankato, Minnesota, a two-and-ahalf-hour drive from Dordt College.
While Dordt has placed in quarter finals
before, this is the highest the team has placed
since the debate team’s start six years ago. It
is unknown if the previous incarnation of the
forensics team in the 70s ever reached finals in
a debate.
Lesondak is a sophomore mechanical
engineering student and a Kuyper scholar. The
tournament was a first for him, too: He’d never
competed in debate before.
Scheur is a senior biology and environmental
science major who has competed in high school
and college forensics for six years.
Both members of the debate team said they
felt happy and surprised as they moved forward
in each round.
The two debated a total of seven rounds over
the course of the tournament. Each one included
15 minutes of prep and 45 minutes taking turns
arguing their respective sides.
As main speaker for most of the rounds,
Schreur gave two speeches each debate
detailing their position, while Lesondak,
sporting a Winnie the Pooh tie, delivered one to
attack their opponent’s points.
“It’s pretty easy to poke holes in people’s
arguments,” Lesondak said. “It’s a little harder
to give the structure for it.”

Canada
booms

sweeps Murder of journalist sparksUS
- Saudi Arabia tension

At the start of the final round, a judge read out
the resolution. The two teams would debate a
resolution to require all US citizens to register
for the draft.
Northern State University defended and Dordt
College opposed.
The main discussion centered around equality
and freedom. NSU upheld that opening the
draft would increase equality between men and
women. Dordt argued that abolishing the draft
entirely would promote the freedom to join
the army if one chose to do so instead of being
forced against their will.
The sound of the audience knocking on their
desks rumbled across the auditorium at each
particularly well-put argument.
Both Schreur and Lesondak said the final
debate was their favorite, due to the topic and
the fact that they were able to debate the actual
issue instead of haggling over definitions and
topicality.
Bruce Kuiper, Dordt’s forensic coach,
commented that though Dordt won the debate,
they did not place in the top debate speaker
points. He attributed that to Dordt having better
arguments but lacking polish.
“We had function and they had form,” Kuiper
said.
The Vocal Viking featured both Debate and
Individual Events (IE) in its tournament. Anne
Wright and Emma Stoltzfus also competed in
the tournament in IE. Stoltzfus received 4th out
of four competitors in After Dinner Speaking
(ADS).
In addition to debating and delivering
speeches, the Dordt team carved a pumpkin to
look like an angler fish by using broken kabob
sticks as teeth. They did not win the pumpkin
carving competition—that trophy went to a hatwearing pumpkin carved to look like a pirate.
In between rounds, the team hung out and
worked on homework in a small lounge.
Lesondak likes the road trip aspect of
forensics. “You get to go out and meet new
people, talk, and have fun,” he said.
On Friday night, they stayed in a hotel and
played Jackbox games before heading to bed in
preparation for the rounds kicking off at 8am
the next morning.
Kuiper said he talked to the tournament
director and the man who tallied up all the
scores. Both thought Dordt deserved the win.

blazes,

business

Alicia Bonestroo -- Staff Writer
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When
Canada
legalized
recreational
marijuana in June, it was only the second
country—and the first G7 country—to do so.
Uruguay was the first. Medical marijuana was
already legal in Canada, but now the drug can
also be used for recreational purposes.
The process began in 2015, when Canada’s
Liberal party won a majority government in
their federal election. One of their promises was
legalizing cannabis for recreational purposes.
According to the Liberals, legalizing would
enable the government to keep it away from
children and eliminate it from the black market.
The new law will allow for adults to share and
carry maximum of 30 grams of marijuana. Four
plants per household will also be allowed for
personal use.
Justin Trudeau, Canada’s Prime Minister,
tweeted about the bill in June.
“It’s been too easy for our kids to get
marijuana - and for criminals to reap the profits.
Today, we change that. Our plan to legalize
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and regulate marijuana just passed the Senate,”
Trudeau said.
Jody Wilson-Raybould, Canada’s justice
minister, agrees. She tweeted, “This legislation
will help protect our youth from the risks of
cannabis while keeping profits out of the hands
of criminals and organized crime.”
Almost three weeks after legalization, the
industry is booming. Growers are actually
frustrated because they’re selling out during
the time it takes to get licensed. They need two
different licenses – one to grow, and another to
sell. After getting their growing – or cultivation
– license, a grower is required to produce two
full crops, then send them off for testing, get
sales paperwork filled out, and finally, send in a
complete application for the selling license. The
whole process can take up to 341 days.
In the United States, only nine states have
completely legalized marijuana, and 21 have
legalized it for medical purposes. Iowa has not
legalized either option.

Caleb Pollema -- Staff Writer

The relationship between the United States
and one of its Middle Eastern allies, Saudi
Arabia, has been strained over recent weeks
as news surfaced about the disappearance and
alleged murder of Jamal Khashoggi.
In September 2017, Khashoggi was silenced
and forced to leave Saudi Arabia because of his
beliefs regarding free speech in the Middle East.
He traveled to Turkey earlier this month to
seek papers to marry his Turkish fiancée from
the Saudi consulate. He has been missing ever
since.
His fiancée sought out President Trump to
investigate his disappearance in a recent op-ed in
the Washington Post earlier this month, forcing
media members to withdraw sponsorships from
a Saudi business conference.
Days after the media withdrawal, the Turkish
government reported that they had significant
audio and video recordings to suggest that
Khashoggi was murdered and dismembered
inside the Saudi consulate.
With the attention of President Trump, the
Turkish and Saudi governments announced
a joint investigation into the incident. Mike
Pompeo would then travel to Saudi Arabia
to meet with the king over Khashoggi’s
disappearance.
Following the meeting, Khashoggi’s final
column was published in the Washington Post

declaring the need for free expression and free
speech in the Middle East.
Trump confirmed Khashoggi’s death the
day following the release of his final column.
The Saudi government would go on to say
that Khashoggi was killed in a fistfight in the
consulate.
Great speculation swirls around this matter
due to the strict limitations and lack of freedom
inside of Saudi Arabia.
“I don’t think that these limitations are right,”
said Dordt sophomore Cole Evans. “But that’s
why America has a Constitution.”
The death of Khashoggi is of great importance
to the United States as the beacon of personal
liberties and freedom of speech across the
world.
The consequences and resulting tensions
from this revelation could have a significant
economic impact on both countries. With
oil being an important commodity to both
countries, time will tell the resulting effects of
Khashoggi’s death on petroleum products.
The death of Khashoggi points to the growing
concern for the United States over oppressive
regimes in other countries specifically in the
Middle East.
The Trump administration will continue to
deal with these behaviors from Middle Eastern
countries if speech is limited and the people of
Syria, Saudi Arabia, Iran, and other countries
are oppressed and even killed.

Water quality concerns
Harrison Burns -- Staff Writer

Sioux Center, like many towns in Sioux
County and rural America, strives to maintain
acceptable drinking water levels despite
economic and organizational difficulties.
Clean drinking water is one of humanity’s
most necessary and valuable resources, but also
one of the most easily taken for granted. With
the national coverage of the Flint water crisis,
however, awareness of water quality is rising
throughout the United States. Sioux Center is
no different.
Though Sioux Center doesn’t have any
immediate and disastrous dangers like Flint’s
lead poisoning, there are some concerns
surrounding the local water quality that are being
closely monitored. The most notable concern is
the nitrate levels found in the drinking water.
Nitrate is tasteless and extremely water-soluble.
Due to the agricultural society and economy,
water supplies throughout Sioux County are
more likely to be tainted with an unhealthy
surplus.
The defined maximum limit for nitrate in
drinking water is 10 parts per million (ppm), or
10 milligrams per liter. Sioux Center’s water
lingers uncomfortably close to that line, with
the 2017 Water Quality Report showing Sioux
Center’s nitrate level to be at 8.3ppm.
Nitrate in drinking water is closely monitored
because it has many negative effects on human
health. Under extremely high concentrations
(70ppm and higher), nitrate causes dysentery
in adults. Recent studies have begun theorizing
that even lower levels of nitrate can interact
with other compounds to increase chances of
other chronic ailments. But the 10 ppm line
exists because of nitrate’s deadly results among
infants (0-6 months of age). When above 10
ppm, nitrate can cause “Blue Baby Syndrome,”
which interferes with infant’s ability to transfer
oxygen. The infant gradually suffocates because
he is unable to convert the nitrate into other
forms. In the 1950s, “Blue Baby Syndrome”
swept across the country in agricultural
communities including Sioux County, resulting
in the nitrate regulations enforced today.
Sioux Center’s higher nitrate concentration,
just below the 10-ppm violation, is the result
of several factors. More than half of Sioux
Center’s drinking water comes from shallow
wells about thirty feet deep, found off the west
bank of the Floyd River. Dordt’s Environmental

Studies Professor, Robert De Haan, spoke on
the wells’ proximity to the river.
“If you took a sample of the water flowing
through the west branch of the Floyd River right
now,” De Haan said, “it’s probably between 20
and 25 ppm nitrate.” The high percentage of
nitrate infiltrates the nearby wells, boosting
the nitrate concentration in everyday drinking
water.
Sioux Center is also at risk because of our
large amounts of livestock, which lead to high
manure usage. While farmers use expensive
commercial fertilizer sparingly, they often overapply manure, which breaks down more slowly.
This process results in higher concentrations of
nitrate in the soil profile during the fall with no
more crops to absorb it.
There are techniques to prevent high levels of
nitrate.
“Technically it’s not a problem,” De Haan
said, “but economically and socially it’s a
problem.”
One way to bring down levels is the widespread
planting of perennial vegetation such as pasture,
hay and alfalfa that would remain through the
seasons and absorb the nitrate in the soil profile.
But, according to De Haan, there is no market
for such plants and therefore the plan lacks any
economic incentive.
Wood chip bioreactors are another effective
means of decreasing nitrate. This technology
contains bacteria to convert nitrate into nitrogen
gas, which makes up the majority of the air we
breathe. However, with no funding system to
help farmers install such technology, Sioux
County has yet to take advantage of it.
With water quality becoming more of a
concern nationwide and within Sioux County,
some additional means of nitrate prevention
might be necessary despite the economic cost,
particularly in towns like Rock Valley that
receive almost all their drinking water from
shallow wells. De Haan believes a field by field
analysis to implement the best procedures will
be necessary, a process he has researched in a
peer-reviewed PLOS article on “Residual soil
nitrate content and profitability,” which details
the different soil and crop relations possible in
Northwest Iowa.
Nitrate levels are only one of many factors
in creating clean water, but the factor takes
high priority within Sioux County. The county
will see what kind of economic and political
consequences it may cause in the years to come.
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First Man is first rate
Zach Dirksen -- Guest Writer

On July 20, 1969, Neil Armstrong walked on
the moon. In that one event, Armstrong became
an American hero. An icon. A legend.
But what about Neil Armstrong the husband?
Neil Armstrong the father? Neil Armstrong
the engineer? What do we know about the
man beneath the spacesuit? This is the central
premise behind Damien Chazelle’s film, First
Man.
One might quickly lump First Man in with
similar true-story space films like The Right
Stuff or Apollo 13, but I believe it stands
apart from them in its way of depicting the
story. Whereas other “biopics” often portray
their subjects as history sees them, First Man
seeks to portray Armstrong as he saw himself,
depicting the events of his life in such a way
that we experience them as he did. With this
subjective point-of-view, Chazelle crafts an
incredibly immersive and intense story that not
only re-contextualizes the moon landing and
the Space Race, but offers a look behind the
curtain at one of the most significant figures of
the 20th Century.

Where a more objective film would’ve featured
the Apollo 11 mission as its main plot point,
First Man builds up to it, depicting Armstrong’s
personal life as much as, if not more than, his
work with NASA. We see Neil, played by an
exceptionally stoic Ryan Gosling, in a polo and
slacks as often as we see him in a spacesuit.
We see him laughing with his fellow astronaut
buddies, playing with his kids, dancing with
his wife, and mourning the loss of his infant
daughter. We see him piloting spacecraft, and
we see him cleaning his swimming pool.
When the Apollo 11 mission finally enters
the story, it is a culmination of all that’s come
before it, uniting the two sides of Neil’s life—
home and work—into a firm and clear goal.
Viewers see how and why this is important to
Neil in a way that a conventional approach to
this story might not show us.
To enhance this subjective viewpoint, Chazelle
makes bold use of the camera. Chazelle’s
camera is also almost always handheld, shaking
and hovering in such a way that you feel you are
there in the room with Armstrong and company.
Also, the film is shot largely on 16mm film,
giving it a gritty, grainy look that looks and

feels like it is actual footage shot in the 1960s.
The camerawork makes the film almost seem
like a documentary, with the story playing out
before you as if a cameraman was there the
whole time.
The performances in the film support this
immersive feel. Ryan Gosling, as mentioned
above, is a master at implying emotion with
minimal expression or facial movement.
We “read” emotion onto him, giving us, the
audience, an outlet for our empathy. Armstrong’s
wife Janet, played by The Crown’s Claire Foy,
is equally great, showing us the stress and doubt
that can come with a life like the one Janet and
Neil Armstrong lived. The rest of the cast is
filled with recognizable faces, each playing a
real-life figure in Neil Armstrong’s life. Notable
examples are Kyle Chandler and Corey Stoll,
giving dynamic, believable portrayals of Neil’s
fellow astronauts.
Audiences may know Damien Chazelle’s
work from his popular musical La La Land or
even his slightly lesser-known but captivating
film Whiplash. Chazelle flexes similar creative
muscles here, bringing the intensity of Whiplash
and the emotional acuity of La La Land to tell a

story completely different from either of those
films. First Man tells a true—albeit somewhat
familiar—story that strives to paint a deeper,
more human picture. It is a film well-worth
seeing.
As a final note, you may have heard some
controversy over the use (or, rather, underuse)
of the American flag in the film. In my opinion,
it is not an issue at all. I believe those who think
it is either do not understand the film, or have
not seen it yet.
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A Star is Born Soundtrack Dordt doesn’t play the odds
review
Sam Landstra -- Staff Writer

Garth Van Donselaar and Zach Steensma -- Staff
Writers

Note: The version of this album without
dialog was used for this review
While A Star is Born couldn’t quite reach
the number one spot at the box office, the
supporting soundtrack is currently enjoying its
second week on top of the Billboard 200.
It’s no surprise the album is seeing such
success. The soundtrack’s biggest appeal is
its variety. With rocking country, jazz, piano
ballads and even modern-sounding pop songs,
there’s something for everybody.
Each track, regardless of style, is short and
sweet. Most of the songs are only a little over
three minutes in length, and nothing overstays
its welcome. The result is a direct and consistent
experience that neither leaves listeners griping
for more nor getting bored with lengthy songs.
Instrumentally, the production of the
soundtrack is top notch. This is no surprise,
given the budget behind the film. Covering
a wide range of genres, the instrumentals are
some of the best out there, featuring everything
from acoustic and rocking guitars to heavy and
powerful piano ballads.
Vocally, however, the soundtrack is a bit of
a hit or miss. Lady Gaga, a prolific and widely

acclaimed vocalist, certainly has some pipes,
and she showcases her versatility to the fullest
extent with this performance.
This creates a bit of a contrast with Bradley
Cooper’s performance. Cooper, who hasn’t
done much musically outside of his work on
this album, supposedly spent years training
under Gaga in preparation for the film. His
struggle shows, especially on his solo tracks.
That said, it’s hard not to respect the level of
dedication shown by both Cooper and Gaga
in crafting their performance. Cooper, who
directed the film, made the decision that all live
performances in the film would be recorded
(and filmed) live in real time, an impressive
feat that makes it easier to overlook some of the
rough spots present on the record.
The downside of live recordings, of course, is
the crowd noise, which is annoyingly present
on a number of songs in the soundtrack. Since
mixing and instrumentals were still done (and
done well) in studio, the crowd noise becomes
less of an atmospheric effect and more of a
distraction.
One such song that suffers from crowd
noise is “Alibi,” one of Cooper’s solo tracks.
Instrumentally, “Alibi” is fantastic, especially
the lead guitar, although it does sound
somewhat like a song from a truck commercial.
Lyrically, “Alibi” falls flat due to uninspiring
and repetitive lyrics, a problem that plagues the
entire album. Cooper’s voice is rough around
the edges, albeit somewhat deliberately.
However, Cooper does a lot better when
paired up with Gaga, as demonstrated by
“Shallow,” the lead single track. Cooper and
Gaga harmonize and well together, and the duo
brings a rough but sweet blend to their overall
sound. “Shallow” is still a country song, but it’s
softer and more acoustic than “Alibi,”
Additionally, the A Star is Born soundtrack is
not afraid to move into the pop genre. “Why Do
You Do That?” sounds like a song from Gaga’s
2008 debut album, The Fame, with a little more
modern flare. A couple other songs are in the
same ballpark, including “Heal Me” and “Hair
Body Face.”
Overall, the soundtrack to A Star is Born does
not introduce anything fresh or innovating to
the musical scene, but it does offer some of the
most solid work in the country and pop genre
this year. Despite its weaknesses, A Star is
Born offers a few highlights that make it worth
checking out.
Rating: 6/10
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Best Songs: “La Vie En Rose,” “Shallow,”
“Diggin’ My Grave,” “Always Remember Us
This Way,” “Look What I Found”

Last Saturday, the Powerball lottery drawings
revealed the two lucky winners of a $687.8
million jackpot. The winners, hailing from
Iowa and New York, will split the prize.
The jackpot has been building since August,
allowing it to become the fourth largest lottery
in US history.
However, the Powerball drawings have
been overshadowed by the Mega Millions
lottery. Just four days earlier on Tuesday, a
South Carolinian won the $1.537 billion Mega
Millions jackpot. The jackpot stands as the
second largest in US history, falling behind
only the $1.586 billion Powerball jackpot in
2016. However, the individual winning ticket is
the most valuable ever, as the 2016 Powerball
lottery was split between three winners.
To give a scope to just how large the winnings
from Tuesday are, if one was to request their
winnings in dollar bills and line them up
end-to-end, the distance covered by the bills
would reach more than halfway to the moon,
approximately 148,000 miles.
The closeness in time of these two massive
jackpots insinuated a lottery craze in America,
with individuals rushing to buy tickets before
the drawing, dreams of mansions and island
vacations running around in their heads.
However, many people look down on the lottery
as its risk-reward nature places it underneath
even typical gambling.
Dordt Dean of Students Robert Taylor says he
does not see a place for gambling on campus,
citing the addictive nature of gambling that can
be very harmful to families and communities.
Dordt shares its definition of gambling in the
Student Handbook as “bookmaking; or placing

a bet or accepting wagers for a fee outside
licensed gambling locations.” These rules are in
accordance with Iowa law.
Taylor says the goal of Dordt’s stance on
gambling is not merely to sanction students,
but to “help people manage their money with
stewardship and wisdom.” If a student were to
be caught gambling on campus, the restrictions
outlined in the handbook would lead to a
subsequent conversation with the student
about “the way we live together in a covenant
community,” Taylor said.
In a poll of 32 Dordt students, ranging from
freshman to seniors, 72 percent said they
considered buying lottery tickets “morally
ambiguous.” In other words, while they did not
think the buying of lottery tickets was explicitly
wrong, the practice wasn’t totally right,
either, because it could lead to addiction and
irresponsible spending. Adversely, 6 percent
of students believed that buying lottery tickets
was morally wrong, 6 percent believed it was
morally right, and 16 percent had no opinion.
However, although random, the small sample
size of the poll may not accurately represent the
collective opinion of Dordt students.
Those who view the lottery favorably
reference the fact that portions of lottery
revenue are used to fund state governments.
Although not every state participates in the
Powerball or Mega Millions lotteries, the states
that do so are able to choose how to distribute
the lottery funds. Typically, education is the
target; however, states such as Colorado have
directed lottery funds towards environmental
protection. More times than not, though, these
funds merely replace existing funding, leaving
a minimal impact on the targeted area.

(cont.) The bands play on
Continued from page 1
“This is certainly a healthy reminder that our
profs are not perfect, and neither are we. Dordt
doesn’t stand as a noteworthy educational
institute because they have infallible teachers,
but rather the college strives to infuse every
area of the curriculum with the whole Truth of
the Gospel,” Seaman said.
Haley Wilting, a baritone saxophone player,
said she hopes that we, as a campus community,
are able to move on and forgive Miedema. “We
need to focus on all the positive things he did
for the program.”
On Friday, Oct. 19, the Fall Music Festival
took place, marking the culmination of
countless rehearsals and unforeseen changes.
A crowd filled the main level of the auditorium
and spilled into the balcony. The instrumental
ensembles performed selections such as “Jesu,
Joy of Man’s Desiring” and “Let the Amen
Sound.”
After the concert choir completed its last

piece, the vocalists remained on the risers.
Soon, members of the chorale emerged from
backstage. The vocalists shuffled along the
risers to make space for the large group,
packing the auditorium’s stage with a mix of
cream-colored and dark blue robes. But this
final song would include more than voices.
Concert band members cradling trumpets, a
French horn, a trombone, and a tuba climbed
the stage. Composing a physical representation
of unity, the group launched into a performance
of “O God, Beyond All Praising.”
For the third and final verse, choral director
Ryan Smit turned to the audience and
motioned for them to join in the singing. The
audience arose, and the collective voices of
the community proclaimed the final verse in
unison:
…And whether our tomorrows be filled with
good or ill,
We’ll triumph through our sorrows and rise to
bless you still…

· Feature·
Planning for the future
Danielle Schultz-- Staff Writer

Résumés, cover letters, and interviews are
all necessary for a job—but how, exactly, do
students go about making these things happen?
Dordt’s Career Development Center is a good
place to start.
Missy Mulder, the Career Development
Coordinator, lists reviewing résumés and cover
letters and conducting mock interviews as only
a few things the Career Development Center
helps students with. It also offers LinkedIn
profile reviews, graduate school application
materials, career coaching, networking skills,
and online reference materials to students.
“Some [students] come in for career
coaching; some know exactly what they want
to do after college—they just need help landing
that first job and making those connections.
Different students ask for different kinds of
help,” Mulder said.
Career coaching, especially, is useful to
students who are unsure of what they want to
major in. Two career exploration assessments
the Career Development Center recommends
are Jobzology (dordt.jobzology.us) and
StrengsthFinder, the quiz every Core 100
class is required to take. Once students know
the direction of their pursuits, they should
immediately get started on their résumé.
“The earlier you start your résumé, the more
polished it’s going to look when you’re a
senior…if you start it when you’re a sophomore,
it helps you identify what skill sets you are
missing,” said Mulder.
According to the National Association for
Colleges and Employers (NACE), which Dordt
is a part of, most employers look for eight
competencies in a new employee: problemsolving, communication, collaboration, career
management, leadership, digital technology,
professionalism, and cultural understanding. To
better fit the Christian worldview of Dordt, the
Career Development Center added one more:
wisdom that works. Although this is a relatively
new study by NACE, Mulder anticipates that
the information will be analyzed and used to
maximize career readiness in students.
When asked what she would most recommend
to students, Mulder said, “…everyone should
activate their Hire Defenders or Handshake

Spiritual disciplines of
a
private, Christian, liberal
arts college
Zoe Hoekstra-- Guest Writer

account
( w w w .
hiredefenders.com) because that is where we
post all our opportunities we know about and
that’s where employers are. It’s a great way to
make connections.”
Other opportunities that the Career
Development Center offers are job fairs,
workshops, an etiquette dinner, and Career
Conversations, which is a new reoccurring
event that happens once a month in the De
Yager Student Activity Center. The goal of
Career Conversations, according to Mulder,
is to encourage students to come chat about
any career-related questions they might have
concerning their futures.
If juniors or seniors are looking at graduate
school as an option, the Career Development
Center can administer graduate school travel
grants that will reimburse students up to $200
in expenses for their visit. Students should be
sure to notify the Career Development Center
if interested.
Sophomore Erika Uribe recently sought help
in the Career Development Center. “I got my
résumé checked. They helped me format it to
the specific qualifications,” she said, noting the
professionalism in the completed document.
And though Uribe would advise others to set
up appointments with the Career Development
Center, she also mentioned the intensity of
the experience. “It was really fast-paced, she
got right to the point, but it’s because she had
a certain time limit, so don’t let that deter you
from going back,” she said.
As long as students are prepared to receive
professional criticism and learn from it,
they should benefit from the help the Career
Development Center provides.
“Overall, Dordt historically has pretty high
career outcome rates,” Mulder said, referencing
the fact that 99.7% of 2017 Dordt graduates had
either continued education or found a job by
December 31 of that year.

The Dordt College campus gives students
ample opportunities to put spiritual disciplines
into practice.
At the beginning of the school year, students
can sign up for Bible studies or counseling
sessions. They’re also introduced to campus
activities such as Monday or Thursday night
worship, Wednesday chapels and Sunday night
services. Many classes, arts activities and
athletic programs use prayer and devotions.
From freshmen to seniors, students take
advantage of these opportunities along
with practicing their own different spiritual
disciplines.
Sophomore Janaya Hirsch appreciates the
community worship opportunities at Dordt. She
loves being able to bounce thoughts off other
students and faculty and pray for each other.
Hirsch also emphasizes the idea that God
wants to be not only in the spiritual but also
unspiritual things of life. “Grocery shopping,
doing homework, he is in everything. It’s the
idea of ‘He’ll never leave you nor forsake
you.’” With that in mind, Hirsch strives to never
leave him and—instead—pursue him back.
Something that is evident in students’ hearts
is the importance of daily spiritual disciplines.
Many students practice daily devotions, pray
before meals and go to church every week.
“I think [spiritual disciplines] are important
because they keep you grounded in your faith
and it puts them into action,” sophomore Adri
Tilstra said. “It’s more than just your beliefs and
allows you to be connected with God on a daily
basis.”
Nic Veldhorst, a freshman on the Dordt Cross
Country team, was invited to attend Coach
Wolfe’s Bible study which meets at 7 p.m.
on Sunday evenings. Veldhorst believes it
grows the runners as a team, but also roots the
team’s relationship and atmosphere in Christ.
It allows the runners to have a deeper, spiritual
connection with one another.
Dordt students are known for being engaged
in classrooms, but they are also very attentive

Conversations with a new pro-tech professor
Sarah Widener-- Staff Writer

Dordt welcomes Tim Floen to the Pro-Tech
program. Floen is a dynamic individual full
of enthusiasm for the Pro Tech industry. He is
a teacher at heart and enjoys investing in his
students.
Q: Who has influenced you the most and
why?
A: My father influenced me the most, due
to the fact that I grew up on a farm and was
working with him every day. I did chores and
watched him try to figure out and fix different
things. I admire that about him. He could figure
out almost anything that was broken and cobble
it back together. We didn’t have a lot of money
back in the 70s and early 80s, so if we could
fix something and limp it by for a little bit we
would.
I’ve brought that mentality to Dordt, as well.
Instead of buying a bunch of new equipment for
the program, I talked with local industries and
we have received very, very highly discounted
rates. These discounts are due to the fact that
Dordt is an educational institution and because
I have good relationships from my time in the
industry with these companies. We have saved
over $100,000 in discounts already.
Q: What has been your greatest challenge
in life so far?
A: My family moved Sioux Center in 1980,
when I was a sophomore in high school. I grew
up in a non-Christian home, so that made life
here a challenge. The Sioux Center community
was reclusive and not welcoming to outsiders.
If I wanted to fit in and be like them [Sioux
Center locals], I had two go to church twice
every Sunday and act more like the people that

were excluding and being mean to me. I didn’t
want to be like them. It was about a six-year
period that I struggled with this. Eventually, I
met my wife’s family and got to see what a real
Christian family was like. I wouldn’t be here
today if it wasn’t for this challenge.
Q: How did you end up at Northwest Iowa
Technical [now community] College?
A: Growing up on a farm, I planned on farming
for all of my life. I had a little wrench thrown
in this plan in my late teens/early twenties that
ended up being a roadblock to this plan. I had
a genetic defect in my lower back that caused
me to have two of my vertebrae fused together.
After this surgery, my doctor told me I couldn’t
do repetitive or heavy work and should look
into other career options. I found myself at
24, married with two kids and signing up for
college not sure what I was going for.
Q: How did you become interested in the
manufacturing industry?
A: I took a survey at Northwest Iowa Technical
College to try to figure out what industry I was
best suited for. I knew I wanted to get a higher
education but I didn’t know what in. It turned
out that I had high math and mechanical skills,
and manufacturing fits nicely between these
two disciplines. I graduated with an Industrial
Instrumentation and Control associate’s degree.
Q: Where did you go after graduation?
A: I went into industry at Interstate Control
Systems, where I was a control system
programmer. While I was there, one of my
instructors from college retired and the school
asked me to go back and teach. I turned the
job down three times, but finally gave in and
said, “Okay I think this might be what God is
telling me to do because it just keeps coming
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back to me.” I remember thinking, “Maybe this
isn’t about me, but what God wants me to do.”
I ended up teaching for 12 years and getting my
bachelor’s degree at Bellevue College. I found
a love for teaching and realized I love serving
others. It’s not just a job - It’s a calling and a gift
given by God. After teaching, I went back to the
industry for five years. During these years, I
was always thinking, “I gotta get back and teach
somewhere.” That’s when I started meeting
with Dordt as the school was framing the new
Pro-Tech program to add my input, since I had
already been around the block a time or two.
Then, the program structure and teaching style
was not a good fit for me so I turned down a job
offer to teach here. This spring, I sat down with
faculty again and, because of how the program
has been changing over the last few years, I
took the job.
Q: What are your goals as a pro tech
teacher?
A: To make the program more hands-on.
Q: How does your religion influence your
work at Dordt and the manufacturing
industry?
A: I believe that this field in general is all
about serving as an employee. I’m trying to
help people. I’m trying to help my employer or
manufacturer get more products for less money
and I’m trying to be a good steward. So there’s
two things I focus on: serving well, and being a
good steward. I think these go hand in hand in
Pro-Tech manufacturing.
Q: What are your hobbies?
A: My family is full of diehard outdoorsmen.
We’re hunters: We do archery, fishing, hiking
and really anything outside.
Q: What’s your favorite part about this job

to each other. Spiritual disciplines are passed on
from student to student. Veldhorst rooms with
fellow cross country member Davis Tebben.
They pray together every night. This was not
something that they decided to do on their
own. During the Week of Welcome, Veldhorst’s
leader gave him the idea by telling the group
she prayed with her roommate before bed every
night.
Another way people get ideas for spiritual
disciplines is from their homes. Many Dordt
students come from Christian houses that have
implemented practicing religion since day one.
It starts with parental figures who bring their
families to church every Sunday and pray over
their children before falling asleep. Veldhorst’s
father encouraged him to keep in touch with his
friends back in Wisconsin through devotions.
He regularly calls his friend from high school,
and they do a Bible study using the Bible app.
Many of the students on campus feel strongly
that practicing spiritual disciplines is a key
aspect of what makes us Christians. Freshman
Levi Yakubu practices praying consciously
every day. He acknowledges that spiritual
disciplines are not easy. Sometimes life is
overwhelming and he feels swamped. But he
also shared that not all spiritual disciplines are
long and need undivided attention.
“I try to love genuinely,” he said. “Without
those disciplines, for me, our society would
be worse than what it is right now. What if
everybody loved?”
Watching the students of Dordt College
put their religion into practice is what makes
Dordt a unique place. Spiritual disciplines
are not supposed to feel like homework or a
heavy weight. They give hope freely and renew
spirits. Things like chapel and worship help
acknowledge human weakness but also remind
people of God’s providence and that we are
not alone in our work and struggles. Spiritual
disciplines also fit with the college’s mission
statement, “...to work effectively toward Christcentered renewal in all aspects of contemporary
life.”

right now?
A: The students. You know that Dordt has
got some really great students. They have some
incredibly attractive convictions and faith. I just
love that about them. They’re nice people—
period. Kind, polite and respectful. I love my
students.
Q: How do you see God working at Dordt?
A: I see God working in the fact that Dordt
is reaching out and trying to get into the more
technical fields, where God can really use
people.
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Club spotlight: the rugby club Young athletes compete
Caleb Pollema-- Staff Writer

Rugby is a sport that is unfamiliar for many
students at Dordt and across the United States.
The sport’s roots can be traced back to
European origins where the sport first surfaced.
Rugby is extremely popular across England,
Scotland, and France. These countries have
professional leagues very similar to the National
Football League in the United States except for
rugby.
Over the years it has taken root as a popular
sport in New Zealand, Canada, and pockets of
the United States.
A few Dordt students saw an opportunity to
expose the campus to this sport by creating The
Rugby Club. Halle Nanninga is the president of
Dordt Women’s Rugby. Ronald van Ginkel and
Nate Muyskens are the co-presidents of Dordt
Men’s Rugby.
The club is a part of the National Small Colleges
Rugby Organization (NSCRO). They compete
against other schools in the Midwest such as
Wayne State, Simpson, University of South
Dakota, Augustana University, Northwestern,
South Minnesota State University, and South
Dakota State University.
Last year, the women’s team finished
the season with a 11-1 record, which is a
considerable achievement considering that only

three girls had ever played the sport on the team
prior to last season.
Despite last season’s success, the club has
been unable to field a team this year because
they were short on numbers. This is especially
disappointing to Nanninga who values rugby
as a community-oriented sport that values all
athletes.
“My personal experience with rugby has led
me to become more confident in myself and the
gifts God has given me,” Nanninga said. “I have
learned to appreciate and value the power and
strength that girls are often told to hide.”
The three presidents of the club say that the
club is for anyone who would love to learn more
about the sport of rugby and try a new sport that
pushes them outside of their comfort zone.
“Rugby is an interesting sport,” said Dordt
sophomore AJ Bosscher, “I’ve watched some
rugby and it seems like it could be fun, but I
probably would not play it because I am not
near big enough.”
Despite the fear of prospective students, the
presidents of the club say that rugby is a sport
that needs more heart than athletic or physical
ability.
The club meets on Mondays and Wednesdays
at 5:15 pm on the lawn behind Southview for
practice and is always looking for new members.

New faces in Dordt Basketball
programs
Sawyer Strelnieks-- Staff Writer

Both Dordt basketball teams gained new head
coaches this year. Coach Bill Harmsen with the
women’s team, and Coach Brian Van Haaften
with the men’s team.
Coach Harmsen has 25 years of coaching
under his belt, including 2 years as a college
men’s assistant coach. He led both the men’s
and women’s programs at Western Christian
High School to state titles during his time there.
“Those years have certainly molded me into
a better coach, understanding not only the
nature and changes of the game of basketball”,
Harmsen said, “But also serving the needs of
my players both on and off the court”.
Coach Van Haaften served as the men’s head
coach at Buena Vista University for 22 years.
Holding overall record of 414-188, he compiled
six, 20-win seasons in a row at Buena Vista
from 2000-2005.
With both individuals bringing their own
coaching style to Dordt, the men’s and women’s
programs are looking forward to a season of
fast-paced play with high expectations as they
take on each opponent on their schedule.
“I am rejuvenated with the new job”, Van
Haaften said. “After being a head college coach
for 22 years, you always have the chance to draw
from past experience in different situations.
Coaching is coaching, but experience is always
a helper at different times of the season”.
The men’s program has many returning players
this year, along with an experienced coaching
staff. Everyone put work in the offseason, with
many staying in Sioux Center throughout the
summer to train four days a week as a team.
Under Coach Harmsen’s new direction, the
women’s program is changing their style of
play this year. Harmsen looks to lead a fastpaced team that pushes the ball up the court and
gets open shots along the arc.
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“Getting back into the fast-paced style at first
seemed out of control”, said Ebby Prewitt, a
junior Biology major. “But if you drive 100mph
long enough, pretty soon it starts to feel like
50mph”.
Along with coaching a fast-paced game,
Harmsen puts in the time with each individual
player. He knows how to get the best out
of everyone by getting on those who make
mistakes, but also celebrating with those who
overcome obstacles.
Dordt’s basketball programs had roughly
3 weeks of preseason workouts and 5 weeks
of practices before their first games this past
Saturday at Waldorf. The men’s team came
back with a 72-61 win over the Warriors and
the women’s team left with an 87-69 win.
“This preseason is my third preseason at
Dordt, with a third new coach”, said Payton
Harmsen, junior Elementary Education major.
“Each year has been extremely different in
how we’ve gone about preseason because of
each new coach’s coaching style. I’m excited
to show the Dordt community what we’ve been
working on all summer”.
Both the men’s and women’s team’s first
home game is this Friday vs. Valley City State
University. Tip-off for the women’s game is at
5:00 P.M., with the men’s game to follow at
7:00 P.M.
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The Dordt Rec Center and All Seasons Center
were the stomping grounds for over a dozen
adaptive athletes last weekend. The athletes
participated in four different athletic events over
the course of two days and hope to continue to
do so.
Friday evening found nine athletes
participating in the track and field events.
Saturday, the number increased to fifteen
for swimming, dance, and sled hockey. The
participants ranged from ages three to nineteen.
The groups’ twenty-five-year-old coach, Preston
Hoebelheinrich,also participated in many of the
events with the students.
The athletes who use wheelchairs had the
chance to try racing chairs and learned how to
turn track corners by using the compensator, a
function on the chair. They were taught how
to get the biggest push off the wheels to go
the fastest. In field events, the athletes threw a
javelin, shot put, and softball throw.
Swimming ranged from learning to blow
bubbles and dive under the water for the
beginners, to more refined techniques and
diving for the more advanced swimmers.
The Dordt Dance Team led the athletes in
a mixture of stretches, sideline routines, and
Dordt chants. The athletes attended the Dordt
football game and joined the dance team on
the sideline during halftime to perform for the
spectators.
Saturday evening wound up the event with
the athletes on the ice. They were fitted with
sleds and taught how to use their hockey sticks
to push the sled along while hitting the hockey
puck. They did drills in and out of cones to
work on turning the sleds and learned how to
get back up if they tipped over.
Cheryl Horstman and Joni Roorda were two
of the coordinators behind the event. As parents
of adaptive athletes, they had been discussing
sports for several years. Several families in their
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group travel to Minneapolis or Omaha weekly
to participate in adaptive track or wheelchair
basketball. They wanted to see the amount
of local interest for getting their own teams
together.
In just two months, the group planned this
clinic so adaptive athletes could try out a variety
of sports all in one weekend.
“Our mission is to encourage and strengthen
athletes of all abilities,” said Horstman. “We
want to make sports accessible for everyone.”
The event included the local families, the
Dordt track team, dance team, several prephysical therapy students, Sioux Center
Hockey association, and several members of
the Tornadoes Hockey team, along with a group
from the Briar Cliff physical therapy program.
This was the first time for this event to occur,
but the group aims to make it an annual event.
The formation of an adaptive athlete track team
is also in progress. The team hopes to qualify
for the Adaptive Sports USA Junior Nationals,
which will be held in Minnesota in July 2019.
They are also in the process of working with
USA Sled Hockey to obtain a grant for sleds to
form a sled hockey team.

Dordt football reaches
new heights

Connor Van Hulzen-- Staff Writer

On the Saturday after their victory over the
University of Jamestown, the Dordt Defenders
took on the Briar Cliff Chargers with the hopes
of securing the football team’s first ever winning
season.
Senior night turned out to be special for more
than just one reason. The Defenders celebrated
the careers of their seniors and managed to
beat Briar Cliff 36-30 in overtime. Senior
safety Casey Byker and junior cornerback
Jalen Placide had interceptions and senior
quarterback Brock Lamle threw for 259 yards
and three touchdowns to help lead Dordt to a
victory to give them the record of 6-2 with two
games left to go.
With the wins against Jamestown and Briar
Cliff, the Defenders reached a landmark
accomplishment. For the first time in its history,
the Dordt football team will finish with a
winning record. After being established in 2007
as a club team and then being promoted to an
official NAIA member in 2008, Dordt struggled
to be competitive in the GPAC. Finally, last
year, the Defenders finished with their first nonlosing record, 5-5. The continued improvement
of the football team over years of efforts has
now culminated in Dordt’s first ever winning
record.
On Defender Days weekend, the Dordt defense
put on a show. In front of bleachers filled with
alumni, parents, and runny noses, the defense
racked up five sacks and three interceptions in a
49-18 win over University of Jamestown.
Senior safety Casey Byker had a big day,
registering all three of Dordt’s interceptions,
with the first two resulting in touchdown returns
of 97 and 41 yards. His third interception was
important as well, coming with almost two
minutes left in the game at Dordt’s own oneyard line, ending a threatening Jamestown
drive.

Byker ended the game with the most allpurpose yards of any player on the field with
157 yards, largely due to his interception
returns. For his efforts, he was honored with the
designation of the GPAC Defensive Player of
the Week.
Jamestown’s rushing offense posed a
challenge for Byker and the Defenders, but
the defense executed their gameplan, largely
minimizing the Jimmies’ attack. Defensive
coordinator and defensive line coach Lynn
Nutt credited his players as the reason for the
defense’s success, saying, “We execute because
of our players – we have smart guys who
prepare and practice well. They have trust in
the scheme and their teammates, which allows
them to play smarter and faster.”
Dordt’s defense came together to hold
Jamestown, a team that had scored 28 and 34
points in the past two weeks, to only 18 points
on 373 yards. Jamestown’s quarterback was
sacked five times by a combination of seven
different players, three Defenders had pass
break-ups, and senior defensive end Tyson
Dahlgrin had two extra point blocks on the
special teams side of the ball. Coach Nutt said
there was nothing especially different and chose
to stick to the script in the week of preparation
before the game.
“We prepared like we always do – each day
of practice is a different focus, and on Friday
it all comes together for extra reps,” said Nutt.
“Saturday is just executing what we did in
practice at full speed.”
The Defenders found themselves on the
big stage on Defender Days weekend, but their
defense showed up with a strong performance
to show the progression of the program to the
hundreds of alumni, parents, and students who
care so much about them. They go into the
rest of their season with high expectations to
achieve something that no Dordt football team
ever has: a winning record.

· Arts & Entertainment·
Dordt community creates
during Defender Days
Sam Landstra-- Staff Writer

This year’s Dordt Defender Days culminated
with the highly-anticipated reveal of the Dordt
University logo on Friday night in the Campus
Center, while students, alumni and parents all
watched. Other events included the alumni
hockey game, the dedication of the Agriculture
Stewardship Center and performances of the
musical My Fair Lady.
There were also more interactive events, like
the Dordt Community Art Event put on by the
Art Senior Seminar Class. The event allowed
individuals to express their creativity and
collaborate with the Dordt community through
the making of a pottery piece and a mural of
the Dordt logo. Both projects took place in the
Science Building during the Friday afternoon of
Defender Days.
Senior Jonathan Fictorie, a fine arts and
graphic design major, oversaw a pottery
project. Individuals were invited to mold tiny
clay creations that were then placed on a larger
piece of pottery. The conglomerate of creations,
ranging from a Lego man to a ping pong paddle,
gave a “snapshot of the Dordt community
through art,” as Fictorie put it. The piece of
pottery, which has to dry for 30 days before it
can be fired and stained, will be revealed at the
beginning of next semester.
The second Senior Seminar project allowed
members of the Dordt community to decorate
individual tiles that were later pieced together
into an artistic interpretation of the new Dordt
University logo. With 100 unique tiles, the
mural, as the artist statement says, “represent[s]
individuality within a unified whole.” Pieced
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together the morning following the logo reveal,
the mural now hangs in the lower level of the
Campus Center.
In order for the logo mural event to take place,
Fictorie had to send the logo to Sioux Falls for
it to be printed onto the pre-cut mural. Fictorie
was one of the select individuals to see the
logo’s design before it was revealed and he
recalls the emphasis put on confidentiality so
the logo would not be leaked.
The pottery and logo mural projects that
consisted of the Dordt Community Art event
gathered over 100 people together in the name
of creativity. Describing the goal of the project,
Fictorie said that the team wanted to “condense
the creative spirit of Dordt College” as well as
offer an opportunity to create art for individuals
who are otherwise unable to do so. Indeed,
the many personalities and interests of Dordt
College manifested themselves on both the
pottery and mural.

“Halloween” 2018: homage is
delightful, but not frightful
Zach Steensma -- Staff Writer

John Carpenter’s Halloween (1978) is
probably the most important slasher film ever
made. Despite its relatively low budget and
production value, Carpenter’s innovative and
straightforward approach to his craft helped
create an atmospheric experience of unmatched
intensity, effectively setting the standard for the
genre for the next 40 years.
The new Halloween, under the direction
of David Gordon Green, puts forth a noble
effort to emulate this approach. But rather
than recapturing the experience that made the
original so iconic, the latest addition to this
exhausted franchise does not go much farther
than paying homage.
The 2018 film is a standout sequel among a
plethora of low-bar, mediocre installments.
Writers Green, Danny McBride and Jeff Fradley
choose to ignore virtually every plot point
from the 7 sequels and 2 remakes that have
been cranked out over the last four decades,
and instead present the audience with a direct
sequel to the first film, and a crowd-pleasing
one at that.
This story sees the return of Jamie Lee Curtis,
back in full force as the character that marked
her debut in the film industry: Laurie Strode,
the surviving victim of the original film.
Laurie is not just traumatized by her
experiences from that fateful Halloween night
in 1978: she is defined by it, and spends her
days preparing herself and her family for the
inevitable return of infamous murderer Michael
Myers, played once again by Nick Castle, who
donned the iconic mask in the first installment.
While the film is primarily focused on Laurie
and how she copes with her past, a host of
other new characters also find themselves
caught in Michael’s merciless path: Strode’s
own daughter Karen (Judy Greer), teenage
granddaughter Allyson (Andi Matichak), and
several of Allyson’s high school friends.
The most striking difference between this
Halloween and Carpenter’s original is the
presence of comic relief. Whereas Carpenter’s
film is consistently suspenseful and almost

completely devoid of any comedic tone, Green
and company opt to throw in a number of
scenes filled with the sort of shockingly out
of place humor that both McBride and Green
have become known for. There’s a handful of
witty interactions between the snarky band of
teenagers, a Seinfeld-esque discussion between
two buddy cops, and a notably entertaining
sequence involving a young boy named Julian
(Jibrail Nantambu) who absolutely steals the
show for the brief amount of screen time that
we see him at home with a babysitter. Overall,
the comedy is fairly hit or miss, and at times
the line between what viewers are supposed
to laugh at and what actually garners chuckles
starts to blur.
While the tonal shifts can be awkward, the
overall execution of the film is consistent and
clean. The writers also deserve credit for the
fact that almost every character, even the minor
ones, get at least a small number of lines, as if to
remind the audience that these are, in fact, real
people whose lives are at stake.
The cinematography is tight and engaging,
and the action scenes are crisply edited. Unlike
Carpenter’s film, this is a high budget studio
production. Of course, there is an abundance
of references to the first film, including a
particularly engaging continuous shot of
Michael moving through a very familiar
suburban neighborhood. Carpenter himself
even returns to score the film, adding a nostalgic
flavor to some of the more intense scenes.
Beyond that, the film does not stray very far
into uncharted territory.
The biggest fault at play in Halloween is the
missed opportunity to further explore some of
the questions and themes that it merely hints
at, namely the danger of trying to understand
and explain evil. For an epilogue to a 40-yearsaga, the climax employs the character of
Laurie Strode well, but hurriedly, and the
ending, though satisfying, feels rushed. With a
few laughs and some decent scares, Halloween
2018 is a fun but somewhat forgettable flick.
While Carpenter’s Halloween is an experience,
Halloween 2018 is just a movie.
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A guide to ghosts, goblins,
and ghouls in film
Harrison Burns -- Staff Writer

’Tis the season for ghouls and goblins as the
days darken and leaves fall. In the spirit of this
upcoming Halloween season, a brief exploration
into the wonderful, frightening and dumb world
of horror movies seems appropriate.
Movies depicting our darkest nightmares
continue to fascinate audiences—both because
of their thrills and their insights into human
nature, desires, and—of course—fears. For
those looking for an introduction into the horror
genre or just searching for the right scary movie
to watch with friends, this guide is intended to
help.
What better place to start than perhaps the
cornerstone of horror films—the monsters. The
classics like Universal’s 1931 Frankenstein and
Christopher Lee’s iconic Dracula may not offer
terrifying scares for modern audiences, but they
do provide the archetype of many horror tricks
today. One cannot write on the monsters of
Hollywood without mentioning the simplest of
the undead beasts: the zombie. From the classic
Night of the Living Dead, H.P. Lovecraft’s ReAnimator, the gritty 28 Days Later or even the
comedic Shaun of the Dead, there is no shortage
of zombie flicks.
The Monster Movie bleeds into the subgenre of “Slasher” films that hold a host of
unstoppable, murderous boogeymen. These
tend to emphasize the “blood-over-story” ratio
and thus are not for everyone, but their impact
on the horror landscape cannot be denied. The
genre contains a few entries admired by both
critics and the populace. Slasher film staples
include Nightmare on Elm Street, Child’s Play,
Friday the 13th and the granddaddy of them all,
Halloween.
Horror is often done best when woven
into other genres, and Science Fiction is one
of its most fruitful partners. Melding with
the monster iconography, Sci-Fi Horror is
extremely effective and popular, with gems
like The Fly, Invasion of the Body Snatchers
(1978), and John Carpenter’s The Thing. But
the franchise that cemented audience’s love of
terror beyond our world would have to be the
Alien films. Premiering with the caption, “In
space, no one can hear you scream,” sequels
are still being churned out featuring the iconic
chest-bursting, acid-blood-spewing alien.
Some spin-offs are certainly better than others
(the action-oriented Aliens being excellent) but
the original 1979 film remains one of the most
suspenseful and well-crafted science-fiction

thrillers of all time.
A subset of horror films that has recently
spiked in popularity is the paranormal-type
scares that see characters facing more intangible
monsters, like ghosts and demons. Franchises
like Insidious, The Conjuring and Paranormal
Activity have all capitalized on this increased
interest in malevolent spirits, with mixed
responses from both critics and audiences. But
these contemporary outings are not a new fad.
From the PG scares of Poltergeist to the sinister
plots of the occult in Rosemary’s Baby and the
disturbing possession in The Exorcist, modern
horror holds its roots in these (in)famous films.
(Some advice from personal experience: Don’t
start The Exorcist at 2:00am with a friend as
your first “real scary movie” …there are less
traumatic bonding experiences.)
For those looking for less brutal scares, the
thriller category of horror provides the same
or more suspense without excessive gore or
demons. Reaching back to the renowned horror
actor Vincent Price, The Pit and The Pendulum
presents Edgar Allen Poe’s gothic tale. Alfred
“Master of Suspense” Hitchcock created a
plethora of classic thrillers, his most iconic
being Psycho. Silence of the Lambs, Jaws, The
Blair Witch Project and even the recent A Quiet
Place have each carved their place into the
thriller genre with iconic premises.
The haunted house is one of the chief
archetypes of the thriller appearing in titles
like Amityville Horror (1979), The Others
and, perhaps the most critically acclaimed
horror film of all time, The Shining. Steven
King-based films could be a list of their own,
contributing to horror with Misery, IT, Carrie,
1408, etc. Psychological terror is also growing
in popularity with outings like Gerald’s Game,
The Babadoo and 10 Cloverfield Lane.
Horror’s dominance as a major movie genre
over decades has allowed films to play off its
clichés and themes with clever twists. These
self-aware constructions include Cabin in the
Woods, Scream and Get Out. And then there are
parodies and comedies that take horror’s tropes
to ridiculous heights (or depths). Mel Brook’s
Young Frankenstein and Gremlins are two that
come to mind.
This brief survey of horror is far from
exhaustive and it is evident that many readers
are despairing that certain films were forgotten.
But this list hopefully succeeds as a springboard
into the wide variety of scary films available for
the perfect thrills this Halloween season.

First open mic night: a familyfriendly affair
Erika Buiter -- Staff Writer

A crowd of around 20 attentive watchers
and performers gathered in the BackBack on
October 25 for the first Open Mic Night at the
Fruited Plain. Drawn in by the promise of a free
drink for getting on stage, a myriad of people
took up the challenge. College musicians—
professors and students alike—joined joketellers, magic-makers, story-readers and more
on the black plywood stage.
The Lief clan—Dr. Jason Lief, professor of
religion at Northwestern College, his daughter
Naomi (viola), son Christian (electric guitar),
and daughter Savannah (drums)—all made
appearances on the stage.
“We love music in our house,” Lief said.
According to Lief, the musicality stems from
Tammy, Lief’s wife, who sang in choir and
played the piano in college. In addition to the
guitar, his son Christian plays the drums and
the cello, and his daughter Savannah also plays
the viola. Naomi took the stage for a humorous
side, too, telling a joke involving her father and
the band U2. Open-mic nights like this give the
younger members of Lief’s family a chance to
try out their musical skills in a “judgment-free
zone.”
Despite hiccupping starts for some of the
younger performers, the gathered audience
applauded each person who braved the stage.

Members of Dordt’s community made it up
there, too. Dr. Jeff Taylor, professor of political
science, played guitar with his daughter on
stage, sophomore Felix Alcover performed
magic card tricks and junior Anneliese Donstad
read a piece of spoken-word poetry titled
“Moon Rocks.”
“I wanted to share something that came from
my heart,” Donstad said. “My poem was based
on my childhood-experiences. In my family,
we called brownies ‘moon-rocks’ and milk
‘porcupine juice’ and that was what inspired me
to write something about that. It’s not something
that anyone else probably experienced in their
house growing up.”
Donstad enjoys open mic nights like this one
because they brings people together.
“Everyone can share what they love and it
doesn’t have to fit in a box,” she said. “There
are people singing, playing instruments, sharing
their talents, nothing was like anything else that
was shown.”
Donstad believes more people should come to
events like this. The next Open Mic Night will
be on November 29th in the BackBack at the
Fruited Plain.
“It allows you to get to know other people and
to express yourself,” she said. “Also, what else
is there to do in Sioux Center on a Thursday
night?”
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Dordt dedicates Agricultural Behind the dessert table
Stewardship Center
Rochelle Vander Helm -- Guest Writer

Sarah Widener -- Staff Writer
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Applause echoed off the industrial walls
as Dordt College President Eric Hoekstra
concluded his dedication speech. Students,
alumni, faculty, staff, families and even the
Iowa Secretary of Agriculture crammed into the
brand new Agriculture Stewardship Center to
witness this dedication.
The new Agriculture Stewardship building
was dedicated on October 20. The ceremony
included Mike Naig, the Iowa Secretary of
Agriculture, as a guest speaker. The immense
building hosted almost 500 guests.
The structure has been a long time coming,
according to Gary De Vries, the head of Dordt’s
agriculture department.
“We started planning in earnest in 2012,” De
Vries said. “The project is taking place in three
phases; this is just the first step.”
Though the building was safe and presentable
for guests, there’s still work to be done. The
Stewardship Center is behind its construction
schedule due to the unusual weather this season
has brought.
“The building is structurally complete but
missing some detail,” senior animal science
major Rachel Hatfield said. When the missing
components are added, the center will be
used for classes, such as agriculture safety,
manufacturing, and welding.
“People were very impressed by the scale
and surprised to see the amount of planning
that went into the Ag Stewardship Center,” said
Georgia Lucas, a senior agriculture ambassador
at Dordt. “They also recognize that Dordt put a
lot of thought into how the building will be best
utilized in the future.”

A PAS conference and several community
events gained permission to use the building in
the coming months.
The next phase of the Agricultural Stewardship
Center is the cattle phase. This includes moving
the Defender cattle from their current pastures
and constructing of both a livestock building
and a feed building
The third and final phase of development
includes building machine storage and the
steward’s house, with an anticipated completion
in 2020.
Funding for this project comes from donors,
a land trade with Sioux Center and a loan. The
cost of this project, according to De Vries, is
roughly four million dollars. This chunk of
change is seen as a wise investment because the
agriculture program has outgrown its current
facilities.
Several other problems with the past farm also
contributed to this new center, said De Vries.
Operating field equipment on highway 75 was a
safety concern, but Dordt also wanted to create
a solid brand for the ag program by eliminating
the confusion often caused by the split location
of the previous farm and pasture.
“In 2005, we had six to nine ag majors,”
De Vries said. “Now we have 170 between
agriculture and manufacturing. With the pro
tech program, we anticipate this number
growing.”
Fundraising for this project is still taking
place. Agriculture students can expect to move
into this new building for the spring semester
this year.

It’s 6 o’clock in the morning. Like the sun,
Dordt’s campus is still asleep, but inside one
building, fans are buzzing, florescent lights
blare, and the people who make Dordt Dining
happen hustle and bustle about. They are
preparing for the coming day.
Cheryl Van Wyk joins the dining staff,
checking refrigerator temperatures and taking
brief inventory. She begins to conjure up a plan
for the day, hoping to be out of the kitchen by
2 o’clock. Van Wyk is the genius behind what
many consider the best part of eating in the
Commons. She makes dessert.
It seems everybody knows there is one person
behind the desserts in the commons, but few
know who it is. Now the mystery is solved.
Van Wyk originally came to Dordt as a
student. She wasn’t always a baker; originally,
she meant to study Physical Therapy. Van Wyk
didn’t even bake much as a kid. She describes
how every week her Grandma would bake
delicious chocolate chip cookies and send them
home with her family. They would also stop
by for coffee time and get homemade cinnamon
rolls.
“Grandma made the best twinkie cake,” Van
Wyk remembers. Unfortunately, Grandma
wouldn’t give up the secrets to how a twinkie
cake is properly done.
Since Grandma provided all the baked goodies
a family could need, “there wasn’t much need
to bake” growing up, Van Wyk says.
Despite not having a baker’s background, Van
Wyk does a phenomenal job providing baked

goods for the Commons. For many, the dessert
is the best part.
“The desserts are dangerous,” freshman
Rachel Wordes says, because she’s unable to
pass them by after each meal. Megan Meyer,
one of Wordes’ roommates, says she would
also have to say the desserts are the best part of
the commons. Her only complaint is that her
favorite desserts are always out at one time, so
she can’t have them all.
Van Wyk is very careful to provide something
for everyone. This is one of the reasons why
the dessert table is so popular. Van Wyk makes
sure to only have one nut item out per meal and
to always rotate the desserts so they don’t get
boring. She tries to offer variety so everyone
can enjoy desert—and the students notice. One
such student is freshman Kelly Bulthuis, who
doesn’t like nuts.
“We may be the minority, I don’t know…but
some of us don’t like nuts,” she said. Bulthuis
appreciates that there are choices for her that
don’t include peanuts or pecans or what have
you. This is also encouraging to those students
who suffer from nut allergies.
It can be tough to transition into college life,
with the new house, new friends, and different
food—the whole deal is stressful. Many students
miss home-cooked food; the Commons is not
terrible, but it is not home either.
Cheryl Van Wyk makes life just a little bit
better for homesick students by cheering
everything up with a touch of sugar. She helps
keep Dordt campus sane and stable with fresh
baked goods for all the students.

Dordt alums (Cross)Fits in with
a different crowd
Annechiena Knevelbaard -- Guest Writer

Sports programs at Dordt College, many of
which were showcased over Defender Days,
range from football to cross-country and even
dance. There’s something for everyone—well,
almost everyone. Some students who don’t
feel the need to be part of organized sports.
Instead, they take part by using the Dordt
workout facilities, squeezing in their workout
time between the slots of football guys’ lifting
sessions. Colton Hoksbergen, now a Dordt
alumnus of two years, took a different route.
He chose the CrossFit BKN gym. Other people
at the gym have Dordt connections, including
senior Quintin Attema and Jamin Ver Velde,
a part-owner of the gym as well as a graphic
designer for Dordt.
Hoksbergen played sports in high school, and
since he attended a small Protestant school in
Hull, he was able to take part in all their sports
teams, although basketball was his favorite.
“My Mom thought I was really good,”
Hoksbergen said, his eyes crinkling as he
smiles, “and I mean, I was—for a school of 160
kids. But there’s was no way I could’ve made
the Dordt basketball team or something like
that.”
He recalls how odd it felt to go to school
without attending a team practice at the end of
the day. For so long, being an athlete had been
his identity—but then he had a turning point in
his sophomore year.
“I realized I shouldn’t wear sports clothing to

class like the other guys. I mean, why should
I? I didn’t have a reason to anymore,” he said.
Instead, he became his own coach by creating
workouts he could do by himself in Dordt’s
gym, until his now-boss introduced him to a
different kind of team sport: CrossFit.
Little did he know, CrossFit was going to
change his life, and not just the way he worked
out, but also his mentality and the relationships
he was able to build. According to Hoksbergan,
the core of CrossFit is that the people who
go want to be there and are ready for work.
There is a “workout of the day” posted on a
whiteboard which a person doesn’t have to do,
but everyone does it. The team dynamic comes
in as people work with each other and cheer
others on. Behind the scenes, but not ignored,
is the competition to be faster and stronger than
everyone else.
“There tends to be different groups: the guys
and girls that are all about the competition, and
the other people who there for a good workout,”
he said. “At the end of the day, we’re all wiping
away the sweat and high fiving each other.”
Hoksbergen is now a certified CrossFit coach
and tries to participate in local, as well as out
of state, CrossFit events. According to him, this
sport is for anyone who isn’t afraid to crack
open a beer with the team after a good workout
and talk about nothing. It’s a sport where a
person can find a place he or she belongs, as
long as that person is ready to put in full body
effort to become the fit person he or she always
wanted to be.

